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Reformed folklore? Cautionary tales and
oral tradition in early modern England

Alexandra Walsham

Protestantism and print have often been presented as inherently
hostile to oral tradition. Historians have credited both with a leading role

in marginalizing, fossilizing, and ultimately suffocating the vernacular culture
of late medieval England. Still widely regarded as a movement whose success
depended upon the spread of literacy and the advent of the press, the
Reformation is commonly associated with attempts to eradicate the ‘heathen-
ish superstitions’, ‘popish fables’ and ‘old wives tales’ which the populace
had inherited orally from its ‘benighted’ Catholic ancestors.

This chapter reinforces recent suggestions that both aspects of this para-
digm are in need of refinement. Important work by Keith Thomas, Daniel
Woolf, Adam Fox and others has taught us that literacy and orality coexisted
in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century society in a mutually enriching equili-
brium. For all their ‘imperialistic potential’ print and writing never entirely
displaced speech: on the contrary, their increasing diffusion served in the
short term to enhance and rejuvenate oral culture and communication.1 Here
I want to argue that Protestantism’s part in the eclipse and demise of the
authority of the spoken word was similarly equivocal. Although it aligned
itself powerfully with the authority of writing and print and developed a
pronounced polemical bias against verbal transmission, in many respects the
Reformation did more to sustain and stimulate the latter than it did to erode
and extinguish it. As a study of the many pious anecdotes of providential
punishment circulating in this period will reveal, Protestantism effectively
forged an oral tradition of its own – albeit one deeply infected by literature
and learning. Recycling older materials and incorporating new ingredients,
it created a distinctive body of tales and stories which might legitimately be
described as a corpus of Protestant legend and folklore.
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I

Long before the Reformation, ecclesiastical leaders heralded literacy as a
potent instrument of civilization and enlightenment and an efficient remedy
for the evils of heresy and disbelief: ‘W’ithout lytterature’, wrote a Benedictine
monk around 1513, the ‘comyn people . . . Ben lyke to Brute beestes’.2 Echoed
and elaborated after the invention of the mechanical press, this was a theme
which the Protestant reformers commandeered as their own. Loudly
condemning the Roman Catholic hierarchy for tyrannically withholding the
vernacular Bible from the laity, they liked to depict themselves as liberators
democratically dispersing the holy text of Scripture to a populace whose
religion had hitherto consisted of the mindless performance of empty rituals.3

In his Acts and Monuments John Foxe declared triumphantly that unless the
Pope abolished printing it would ‘at length . . . root him out’.4 Many an
Elizabethan and Stuart preacher spoke of literacy as nothing less than an
agent of salvation: ‘how many for want of reading have lost their precious
souls?’ lamented George Swinnock in 1663.5 Protestant confidence in the
power of the written word to dispel the dark mists of popish idolatry and
semi-pagan superstition persisted throughout the seventeenth century
and can be detected in John Aubrey’s ‘Remaines of Gentilisme and Judaisme’
(c. 1686–88) beneath a thin veneer of nostalgia: ‘the many good Bookes, and
variety of Turnes of Affaires, have put all the old Fables out of dores: and the
divine art of Printing and Gunpowder have frighted away Robin-good-fellow
and the Fayries’.6

The corollary of Protestantism’s attempt to affiliate itself with the forces
of rationality and knowledge was its characterization of Catholicism as a faith
rooted in rural ignorance and unthinking traditionalism. Illiteracy came to
be seen as a chief cause of the residual popery which plagued Puritan
evangelists in the dark corners of the land.7 Ministers repeatedly attributed
the ungodliness of their congregations to the defects of their education and
the incorrigible pelagianism of the figures who inhabit George Gifford’s
Countrie Divinitie (1581) and Arthur Dent’s Plaine Mans Path-way to Heaven
(1601) is in large part a function of their inability to read.8 Over time the
two became synonymous, the stigma of the one reinforcing the slur and
taint of the other. As Alison Shell observes in a forthcoming monograph,
Catholicism was thus inexorably conflated with orality.9

This tendency was closely linked with the reformers’ assault on the blind
devotion of popish lay-people to ‘humane traditions’ passed down to them
by their forefathers.10 Protestant propagandists launched a vehement attack
upon the extra-biblical foundations of the old religion, denouncing the Church
of Rome for elevating papal decretals, conciliar decrees and a miscellaneous
collection of verbally transmitted doctrines to equal standing with Scripture,
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and for insisting that belief in them was necessary to ensure eternal life. To
accord such importance to tenets which could not be found in the canonical
books of the Bible was, in the eyes of the godly, to cast an outrageous slight
on Scripture, to insinuate that it was both imperfect and incomplete. This
theme was graphically embodied in an illustration in Foxe’s Acts and Monu-
ments: ‘A lively picture describyng the weight and substaunce of Gods most
blessed word, agaynst the doctrines and vanities of mans traditions’ (Plate
1). In it, the single volume of Verbum Dei easily outweighs the messy jumble
of flimsy authorities piled on by the pope and his minions, despite the
desperate efforts of a friar and the devil to drag the scales of justice down
on Antichrist’s side. The opposition between Scripture and tradition was a
constant refrain in anti-Catholic controversial works from the 1530s onwards,
reflecting the issue’s status as a crucial point of differentiation between the
two faiths. For their part, committed Romanists continued to defend the
Church’s role as a faithful custodian of teachings derived from Christ and
his disciples but never inscribed in holy writ.11

Protestant polemicists like William Perkins compared this body of precepts
with the Hebrew Cabbala – a supplementary code delivered to Moses, which
had also remained unrecorded for several generations. Giving expression to
a tacit anti-semitism, they dismissed it as ‘no better than a Jewish dota-
ge’.12 They scoffed at suggestions that the ‘great chest of traditions which
Saint Peter did not put in writing’ was in any way an infallible guide to
God’s will. While they had to concede that the Old and New Testaments
themselves had been preserved orally by the patriarchs, prophets and apostles
for decades and centuries before being immortalized on paper, they were
insistent that, once fixed in written form by the Lord’s appointment, it alone
became the fount and foundation of Christian faith and truth.13 The Bible
should be ‘the sole anker of our hope’, said the future Archbishop of
Canterbury George Abbot; the very word Scripture itself expressed ‘the
manner of delivering’ divine truths, declared the Yorkshire preacher Francis
Bunny, ‘namely by writing’.14 In short, they came close to claiming that
textuality was intrinsic to the sanctity of holy writ, that God’s meaning resided
in the actual letters arranged on the page. It was no wonder that their Catholic
opponents accused them of ‘inkie divinitie’.15

In tract after tract Protestant divines denigrated Catholicism’s dependence
on a set of tenets enshrined in the unstable spoken word. Unwritten verities,
remarked Abbot, were the ‘sandy foundation’ on which ‘all your rotten
building doth rest’. The mere credit of men, maintained William Middleton,
was ‘a poor stay for a Christian conscience’. Meditating on the unreliability
of information conveyed by the ephemeral mechanism of speech, Antony
Wootton wondered how traditions could ever be kept ‘without adding and
altering, if they have no better guide then the memories of men . . . which
may often faile them’.16 ‘[I]f entrance once be given to laws that pass by the
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word of mouth’, feared Edwin Sandys, anarchy and heresy would reign: ‘the
undoubted articles of our belief cannot choose but at the length become
doubtful and uncertain, like a tale that passeth from man to man, and is
told as many ways as there are men to tell it’. The primitive Christians, he
added, ‘never inquired what had been whispered in men’s ears; that which
they believed and taught, they read it out of the book’. Richard Hooker
likewise observed in his Lawes of Ecclesiastical Politie (1595): ‘What hazard the
truth is in when it passes through the hands of report . . . how maimed and
deformed it becomes’. Writing thirty years later Bishop Joseph Hall of Exeter
closely echoed these rhetorical complaints: ‘As for orall Traditions, what
certaintie can there be in them? What foundation of truth can be layd upon

Plate 1. A lively picture describyng the weight and substaunce of Gods most
blessed word, agaynst the doctrines and vanities of mans traditions. John Foxe,

Acts and Monuments (London, 1576 edn), II. 771.
(By permission of the British Library, c.15, c.8.)
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the breath of man? How doe wee see the reports varie, of those things, which
our eyes have seene done? How doe they multiply in their passage, and
either growe, or dye upon hazards?’ 17

An integral part of this sustained Protestant critique of unwritten traditions
was the claim that many of them had been fabricated by the corrupt medieval
priesthood to magnify their position and keep the laity in passive submission.
In a tract which branded ‘the pretensed religion of the Sea of Rome ... a false,
bastard, new, upstart, hereticall and variable superstitious devise of man’,
Josias Nicholls accused the Catholic clergy of manufacturing ‘verie fables’ to
legitimize their innovations and give themselves an air of ‘antiquitie’.18

Carrying forward the early reformers’ contempt for miracle tales and the
legends of the saints, the Jacobean minister Richard Sheldon was equally
scathing about ‘old Monkes fictions’ and Romish ‘legerdermaine’: such false
and lying wonders were ‘always in hugger mugger, brought from farre off,
and beleeved by hearesay’. Incorporated in the Golden Legend, they amounted
to nothing less than a dunghill of lies. According to the Norfolk physician
John Harvey, counterfeit prophecies and foolish tales of hobgoblin, Guy of
Warwick, Robin Hood and Maid Marian were also the ‘trim worke’ of ‘idle
Cloistermen, mad merry Friers, and lustie Abbey-lubbers’. Designed ‘to busie
the minds of the vulgar sort’ and deflect them from meddling with ‘mysticall
privities’, they were a kind of popish opium of the people.19 For Reginald
Scot, the whole myth of witchcraft was also part of this Catholic conspiracy:
silly nonsense dreamt up by ‘masse preests’, passed down by ‘old doting
women’ and ‘mothers maids’, and eventually ‘swallowed up through tract of
time, or through their own timerous nature or ignorant conceipt’. In his
Perambulation of Kent (1576) William Lambarde likewise devoted much space
to exposing historical forgeries perpetrated by the ‘Popes parasites’, which had
been absorbed into oral culture and ‘common opinion’. Among the many
examples of the ‘grosse jugling that these slowe bellyed Syres used to delude
the world’ which he cited, were the legends about the miraculous moving eyes
of the Holy Rood of Boxley, the wonders worked by Our Lady of Chatham, and
the ‘unwritten vanities’ connected with St Thomas à Becket at Canterbury.20

Curiously anticipating the insights of Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger,
such writers declared Roman Catholicism guilty of inventing ‘traditions’.21

By this insidious, two-way process of association, then, popery came to be
inextricably linked with verbal transmission. The equation of ‘oral tradition’
with ‘superstition’ was already a trope centuries old: in the twelfth century
Guibert of Nogent was contrasting unimpeachable written evidence with
inauthentic spoken report and using it to discredit facets of popular Breton
belief about saints and relics of which he fiercely disapproved.22 No doubt
this polemical dichotomy has even earlier antecedents: it was a perennial
product of moments of cultural contest, displacement and rupture rather
than an exclusive legacy of the Lutheran and Calvinist religious revolutions.
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In the context of the Reformation, however, it took on explicitly anti-Catholic
overtones. Confessional prejudice converged with learned contempt of the
illiterate to create an enduring nexus between the medium of the spoken
word and the dissemination of ridiculous and improbable ‘popish’ fictions.
In turn, it might be observed, this interconnection acquired a gender dimen-
sion: as preachers began to trace the causes of vestigial Catholicism to female
credulity, so ‘old wives’ tales’ became a form of shorthand for the ‘lying
vanities’ which underpinned the ‘Romish’ religion. Thus Edwin Sandys
deplored the way in which the ‘dotages of silly women’ were mingled with the
‘divine scriptures’ and Nicholas Udall complained about Catholic preachers
who filled their sermons with apocryphal fables recounted by foolish dames
instead of expounding the Gospel and Law.23

Protestant suspicion of ‘uncertaine tradition’ was but one strand in a wider
body of contemporary discourse contributing to the devaluation of oral
testimony and remembered information. In the sphere of the law, the shift
from memory to written record gathered momentum as local custom and
judicial precedent were fixed in printed texts.24 Growing emphasis on the
need for documentary evidence likewise led heralds, antiquaries and histo-
rians to disparage common report and hearsay as untrustworthy sources for
understanding events in the past.25 At the village level this manifested itself
in the declining prestige of the elderly as the caretakers of ancestral wisdom.26

Although in practice the marginalization of speech was more protracted and
incomplete, by 1700 the unreliability of oral tradition was almost axiomatic
in educated circles. Indeed, a year earlier it had been the subject of precise
mathematical analysis by a member of the Royal Society. Such trends were
also an index of the extent to which experimental discovery had begun to
dislodge inherited learning as the basis of ‘knowledge’.27

Daniel Woolf has seen these developments as symptomatic of an emerging
cultural gulf between ordinary people and educated elites. He detects behind
such trends the beginnings of ‘a social – as distinct from a merely intellectual
– bias’ against verbally conveyed information, the result of which was to
erect a permanent ‘barrier between “proper” history and mere legend – what
we would now call folklore’.28 However, to interpret this split as an index of
incipient class alienation is arguably to ignore the extent to which denigration
of the oral had an ideological tincture. For, as the preceding paragraphs have
shown, the whole concept of ‘oral tradition’ had its taproot in anti-Catholic
propaganda, and before that in the conflicts between the late medieval papacy
and the heretics and councils who challenged its authority. It was the
controversialists who effectively forged the notion of ‘folklore’, though the
term itself – a conscious Anglo-Saxon revival – was only coined in 1846, by
the antiquary William Thoms in a letter printed in the weekly magazine The
Athenaeum.29 And whereas the origins of the movement to collect and classify
‘popular antiquities’ have often been located in the sense of estrangement
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eighteenth- and nineteenth-century intellectuals felt from the culture of the
‘vulgar’,30 this was surely in part a consequence of the very processes we
have been exploring. Two hundred years earlier reforming zeal was a powerful
stimulus to quasi-anthropological investigation and analysis of the ‘profane’
customs and ‘idle’ traditions practised and believed by the semi-popish
multitude. Both were depicted as residual categories brought about by resist-
ance to the transformative forces of Protestantism and print, and in works
like Thomas Becon’s The Reliques of Rome (1563) and Philip Stubbes’s The
Anatomie of Abuses (1583) they were denounced as remnants of the heathen
idolatry of pre-Christian England.31 The same assumptions underlay Thomas
Browne’s celebrated Pseudodoxia Epidemica (1646), in which the errors of
the common people were attributed to ‘the Priests of Elder time [who] have
put upon them many incredible conceits’, while in 1725 the Newcastle vicar
Henry Bourne would declare in his Antiquitates Vulgares that the opinions
of the ignorant were ‘generally either the produce of Heathenism; or the
Inventions of indolent Monks’ who carefully handed them down to posterity.32

But it was John Brand, in a revised and expanded version of Bourne’s tract
dated 1777, who expressed the presumed link between superstition and verbal
diffusion most lucidly: popular beliefs, ‘consecrated to the fancies of the
multitude by a usage from time immemorial, though erased by public
authority from the written word, were committed as a venerable deposit to
the keeping of oral tradition . . . after having been snatched out of the smoking
ruins of Popery’.33 Forced out of the official mainstream, Catholicism, together
with its precursor, paganism, persisted precisely because it remained imper-
vious to the transfiguring influence of literacy and printing. Embedded within
these statements was a religious theory of survivalism which social Darwinism
and Victorian romanticism would transform into a scientific one – a scholarly
quest to recover remaining traces of an intriguing primitive religion, remnants
of a Celtic and Saxon rather than a Roman twilight. While earlier works were
increasingly read less as diatribes against vulgar misconceptions than enter-
taining anthologies of customs and fables, the boundary between
antiquarianism and polemic remained very blurred until well into the nine-
teenth century, and even beyond. In the mid-1820s, we can still find a reader
congratulating the editor of one such collection for exposing ‘with a masterly
hand the superstitions and monkery of the olden time’.34

Such works and their successors explain why oral transmission was for
so long an indispensable element of the definition of folklore. However,
since the 1970s this set of presuppositions and polarities has been assaulted
from all sides. Recent folklorists have not only thoroughly discredited the idea
of archaic survivals, but rejected the misguided persuasion of their pre-
decessors that folklore was a pure distillation of the untainted spring waters
of continuous oral tradition. Concurring with a number of studies stressing
the extent to which literacy penetrated pre-industrial popular culture,35 they
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are becoming more alive to the role which print and writing played in the
dissemination of all folk genres and to the frequency with which tales and
stories handed down by word of mouth were contaminated by contact with
literary sources, if not originally initiated by them. Often, as Stith Thompson
has observed, ‘the problem of priority is quite unsolvable’.36 Few, moreover,
have escaped the distorting effects of ‘bourgeois filtering’ by Georgian,
Victorian and Edwardian editors.37 Historians, on the other hand, are now
less confident that Protestantism and print should be seen as inseparable
twins. There is growing recognition that, in the guise of preaching, catechiz-
ing, psalm-singing and godly discussion of sermons and Scripture, the
Reformation actually catalysed orality.38 These insights provide an important
backdrop for the second part of this chapter, which contends that English
Calvinism also, rather ironically, generated a form of folklore of its own – a
cluster of traditions no less vulnerable to the vagaries of oral transmission
than those which had crystallized around medieval Catholicism.

II

Cautionary tales of the judgements God visited upon flagrant and incorrigible
sinners circulated widely in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England:
stories of sabbath-breakers, swearers, drunkards, adulterers and other ungodly
livers struck down suddenly by the avenging arm of the Almighty. A few
examples must suffice to convey the flavour of this perennially popular genre:
the case of Anne Averies, a London artisan who perjured herself after stealing
a ball of twine in 1576 and died a ghastly death vomiting up her own
excrements; the Lincolnshire youth who constantly swore by God’s wounds
and God’s blood only to perish with his own pouring forth unstoppably from
his ear, nose and throat in 1581; the impious nobleman who went out hunting
on Sundays instead of attending divine service and was punished when his
wife gave birth to a baby with a head resembling one of his beloved hounds;
Dorothy Mattley, the Derbyshire washerwoman who dramatically sank into
the earth in 1650 after denying that she had cheated a young lad of twopence;
and John Duncalf, the Bible-stealer from Staffordshire whose hands and legs
fell off after being attacked by gangrene in 1677.39

Gory stories of this kind were powerful vehicles for conventional Christian
morality and for a peculiarly literal brand of providentialism. The notion that
God actively intervened in human affairs to reward the good and discipline
the wicked was by no means an innovation of the post-Reformation period,
but such beliefs were bolstered by Calvinist theology. Part of the common
outlook of Protestants of all persuasions, they belie Max Weber’s influential
thesis that the Reformation was an agent of the ‘disenchantment of the
world’: on the contrary it appears to have strongly reinforced the idea of a
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‘moralised universe’.40 Indeed, the collection of anecdotes of divine vengeance
was nothing less than an industry in the Elizabethan and Stuart periods.
Ministers like John Foxe, Henry Burton, Samuel Clarke, Thomas Taylor and
William Turner published increasingly bulky anthologies of ‘remarkable
providences’. These fed off and into the private compilations of lay people
such as Nehemiah Wallington and engendered inexpensive commercial imita-
tions by Nathaniel Crouch and other entrepreneurial publishers. The
Huntingdon schoolmaster Thomas Beard’s The Theatre of Gods Judgments
(1597) is the most famous of these pious encyclopedias: expanded and reissued
three times before 1648, it became an indispensable work of reference for
all future collectors.41

Directly or indirectly, these judgement books were heavily indebted to
medieval compendia of sermon exempla – works which themselves bear the
tell-tale marks of verbal transmission. In such texts as Caesarius of Heister-
bach’s Dialogue on Miracles, Johannes Herolt’s Promptuarium Exemplorum,
and the anonymous Speculum Exemplorum, Protestant preachers discovered
many stories which underlined the lesson that sinners could not escape the
searing wrath of God: stories of lecherers whose genitals are burnt to cinder,
of girls who turn to stone after dancing on a holy day, and of usurers eaten
by adders and toads. In appropriating them for their own purposes, they were
carrying on a process of ecclesiastical colonisation of vernacular narratives
that had its origins in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. Didactic
tales of this type represented a fusion between written doctrine and oral
tradition.42 Characterized by a telescoped time-frame between evil deed and
heavenly revenge, by the systematic excision of superfluous circumstantial
detail, and by a suspicious degree of correspondence between punishment
and crime, such exempla continued to find a niche in Protestant collections
and to be adapted to survive in the new theological environment. The canine-
faced infant and Lincolnshire swearer are cases in point: a version of the
latter story can be found in Richard Whitford’s Werke for Householders (1531)
and, like the monstrous child, almost certainly has even earlier antecedents.43

Post-Reformation anthologies of providences grew in the same way as
their Catholic precursors, by being constantly augmented by topical examples.
Many of these came from blackletter broadside ballads and pamphlets which
functioned as forerunners of the newspaper, and from the popular chronicles
and plays which were parasitic upon them. Edmund Bicknoll, author of A
Swoord against Swearers and Blasphemers (1579) drew the tale of Anne Averies
from a tract printed by John Alde in 1576, while Beard’s source for the
story was John Stow’s The Chronicles of England.44 Thomas Taylor’s Second
Part of the Theatre of Gods Judgments gave ‘but a meere nomination’ of some
instances of divine ire against sexual lust ‘because most of them have been
Stag’d, Book’d, and Balleted, and disperst abroad through the Kingdome’.45

The sad fates of Dorothy Mattley and John Duncalf had similarly been
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reported in cheap print before being immortalized in Samuel Clarke’s Mirror
and William Turner’s Compleat History.46 Combining factual accuracy with
moralistic commentary, this ephemeral journalism was itself often based on
gossip and rumour gleaned from travellers and carriers by the hack writers
of the capital.47

Other examples were derived from direct eyewitness testimony: from letters
describing divine judgements sent in by colleagues, friends and even complete
strangers, and from accounts conveyed to the compilers of such encyclopedias
by word of mouth. The collection of punishments visited upon Catholic
persecutors which John Foxe appended to his Acts and Monuments contained
many graphic tales of the gruesome deaths that had befallen the enemies
and betrayers of the Marian Protestants which were communicated to him
by people who claimed to have seen them with their own eyes. Thus the
Bishop of Chester who slandered the recent martyr George Marsh in a
sermon in the cathedral in 1555 soon afterwards ‘turned up his heels and
died’, according to ‘a report [which] went in all men’s mouths’, of a particularly
ghastly form of venereal disease; thus the dire penalty dealt out to a Kentish
priest by the name of Nightingale who preached ‘the Popes blasphemous
doctrine’ and dropped dead in the pulpit was testified by Robert Austen of
Chartham ‘who both heard and saw the same, and it is witnessed also by
the whole country round about’.48 Samuel Ward similarly derived many of
his cases of drunkards who came to untimely ends from verbal report. The
case of three neighbours from Barnwell near Cambridge who drank a barrel
of beer and expired within twenty-four hours had been substantiated by a
local justice of the peace ‘besides the common fame’.49 Thomas Beard even
included ‘a common and vulgar storie which is almost in every childes mouth’
of a convicted criminal who bit off his own mother’s ear, blaming her for
bringing him up so badly.50 One prodigious occurrence which the Cheshire
schoolmaster Edward Burghall included in a manuscript entitled ‘Providence
Improved’ had been related to him by Mrs Crewe of Utkinton, who herself
had it ‘from a known and approved witness’.51 Nehemiah Wallington’s
notebooks are also full of stories of sabbath-breakers overtaken by the hand
of God which he had heard ‘very creadably’ or which were ‘attested by severall
parsons of Credit’. Nor did such collectors disdain tales which had entered
into oral tradition. Wallington solemnly recorded the case of four alcoholics
from Eyam in Derbyshire who read the service for the churching of women
over a cow and were ‘strangely and fearfully punished’ for this ‘wicked and
horrible fact’, noting that ‘this was don neere thirtie yeeres agoe, but yet it
is still fresh in memorie theire’.52 More famously, the story of the bull which
broke loose in Chipping Sodbury, headed straight for the chancellor of the
diocese who had just presided over the burning of a Gloucestershire heretic,
and gored him to death, had been passed down faithfully from father to son
before being relayed to John Foxe half-a-century later.53
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The very fact that so much of this providential material was verbally
transmitted led to growing concern about its authenticity. Private letter writers
and diarists like Joseph Mede and Walter Yonge carefully discriminated ‘false’
and ‘flying rumours’ from trustworthy relatings, remarking that ‘vulgar report’
was ‘commonly corrupted in the telling’.54 It became necessary for the authors,
editors and publishers of cases of divine justice to pre-empt and deflect
allegations that they were mere ‘fables’. News pamphlets self-consciously
entitled themselves ‘true reports’ and concluded with the names and addresses
of eyewitnesses ready to ratify the truth to sceptical readers.55 Henry Burton
insisted that there were ‘no fained miracles, nor fabulous stories, nor ould
wives tales, for prophane scoffers to jeare at’ in his Divine Tragedie Lately
Acted (1636), but only examples confirmed by diligent enquiry and ‘such, as
will abide the triall and search of this present age’.56 Both a symptom and
a cause of the devaluation of oral testimony discussed above, earnest protest-
ations of this kind did nothing to dispel the suspicions of one Puritan who
wrote to John Winthrop, Governor of Massachusetts, in Boston: ‘it is feared
that there is a great fayling in many and chiefe circumstances in the Instances
alleaged, if some few of them alsoe were not taken too suddenly on trust
and heare-say without well looking after the truth’.57

These concerns were closely linked with the way in which supernatural
news had become a highly lucrative sector of the seventeenth-century publish-
ing industry. Unscrupulous stationers like John Trundle were not above
updating cautionary tales which had lost their topical interest and reprinting
them embellished with spurious details to deceive unwary buyers.58 Doubts
about the veracity of stories of sinners requited were also a response to their
increasing exploitation for the ends of sectarian propaganda. Burton’s Divine
Tragedie was compiled in the wake of Charles I’s re-proclamation in 1633 of
the Book of Sports, to provide proof of the Lord’s seething rage at this
anti-sabbatarian legislation: Laudians quickly dismissed these cases as pieces
of malicious gossip started by the self-styled godly. Some of the accounts of
punished Catholic persecutors Foxe had incorporated in his Acts and Monu-
ments can similarly be shown to have been ingenious tools of faction, and
when the Welsh magistrate William Vaughan’s wife was slain in her bed by
a flash of lightning in 1611 his ‘popish’ enemies apparently ‘made a taunting
table talke of this heavenly visitation’, claiming it was evidence of God’s
anger at his excessive moral severity.59 After the outbreak of the Civil War
these tendencies intensified and crudely partisan accounts of judgements
upon Roundheads and Royalists proliferated in large numbers, further
corroding the credibility of the genre.60

By the middle of the seventeenth century there were consequently calls
for more rigorous, quasi-scientific methods of verification to be employed
by those who compiled providential judgements for posterity. In the 1650s
the Presbyterian minister Matthew Poole laid down detailed guidelines for
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the registration of ‘illustrious providences’. These were designed to undo the
damage done by the ‘great mixture of false and foolish and unwitnessed
fictions’ published alongside properly documented accounts. It was not merely
‘foule impostures’ which fostered atheistical scoffing and undermined the
majesty of God; as one commentator upon the project remarked, ‘I have
often observed that assone as the first wonder rebateth those that at first
overspoke the truth, doe in the end by multiplications of falls surmisalls and
devised causes eclipse and affront the truth’. Poole’s elaborate plans for the
setting up of a network of clerical investigators in each county never came
to fruition, though they were revived twenty-five years later on an even more
ambitious scale by Increase Mather in New England.61

Even in blueprint, these schemes bear a remarkable resemblance to the
coordinated activities of the amateurs who lay behind the foundation of
the Folklore Society in 1878. Inspired partly by anxiety about the intrinsic
unreliablity of the spoken word, they also anticipated the problems that would
be faced by modern theorists and practitioners of oral history.62 As comments
of the kind already quoted suggest, at least some contemporaries were
beginning to find the highly stereotyped nature of stories of divine judgement
somewhat unsettling. They were beginning to be conscious of the distortion
created by recollecting events with the benefit of hindsight, of the errors
introduced by faulty memory, and of the selective omissions typical of tales
afflicted by ‘structural amnesia’. They were already hazily aware of the manner
in which chronology tended to become compressed, familiar formulae were
interpolated in untidy reminiscences, and local history was gradually remodel-
led into edifying legends and myths. They also displayed an embryonic
recognition of the way in which print and writing themselves served to fix
but also to fundamentally transfigure oral tradition.63 Indeed, cautionary tales
are examples par excellence of the impulses to allegorize and moralize reality
which postmodernists like Hayden White have argued lie at the heart of
narrativity.64 The satisfying poetic justice which is characteristic of such
anecdotes may make them imperfect guides to what ‘actually’ occurred, but
what it does highlight are the providential assumptions which were part of
the mental furniture of early modern minds, together with the conventions
and stereotypes which shaped verbal and written testimony in this
period.65

Oral tradition, then, filtered into printed collections of God’s judgements
in a variety of ways. But cultural traffic did not travel in a single direction:
just as rumour, gossip and remembrance infiltrated literature, so in turn did
stories from cheap print and pious encyclopedias return to the realm of the
spoken word. Sung at street corners and read aloud in private homes and
alehouses, ballads and pamphlets could become part of the culture and
experience of the unlettered. Recounted by preachers from their pulpits,
rehearsed in conversation with one’s neighbours and peers, stories of divine
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retribution sometimes achieved the status of notorious commonplaces. In
1635, for instance, the case of the ‘lamenting lady’, a barren thirteenth-century
countess who gave birth to 365 mouse-sized babies after slandering a beggar
woman blessed with twins, was said to be on the lips of every inhabitant of
a small Devon village.66 Assisted by their circulation in the press, some tales
eventually entered into collective social memory. Registered in the copyright
stock of specialist seventeenth-century booksellers, reprinted in small octavo
formats, and revived in popular anthologies like Nathaniel Crouch’s Wonderful
Prodigies (1682), accounts of the providential deaths of many Elizabethan and
Stuart evildoers were gradually transmuted into folklore. Shedding the journal-
istic detail which had originally recommended them to sensation-seeking
readers, the stories of Anne Averies, John Duncalf, the Lincolnshire swearer
and the sabbath-breaking nobleman became Protestant exempla, reappearing
time and again in devotional tracts and didactic broadsides.67 As for Dorothy
Mattley, swallowed up by a gaping hole which opened beneath her, she
achieved the ultimate apotheosis of novelization. Her sorry fate was the
subject of a colourful vignette in John Bunyan’s Life and Death of Mr Badman
(1680).68 Just as this tale contained echoes of the punishment which befell
the biblical rebels Korah, Dathan and Abiram, so too did early modern
judgement stories supply the template for subsequent narratives. For instance,
Francis Spiera, the sixteenth-century Italian lawyer who suffered torment on
his deathbed after denying and dissembling his faith, became the prototype
for a whole dynasty of Stuart apostates.69 Moreover, many works which
followed in the footsteps of Beard’s Theatre of Gods Judgments were the
product of a process of uncritical accretion. Successive compilers simply
lifted material from previous treatises and inserted it in their own volumes
almost verbatim, giving off the misleading impression that they were recor-
ding direct oral testimony or an active tradition – in a manner all too
reminiscent of the writings of the earliest folklorists.70

A few stories of divine chastisement even found their way into the collec-
tions of pioneering scholars in this field – figures like Thomas Percy and
F. J. Child who supposed them to be ‘reliques of ancient English poetry’ and
prose communally composed and uncontaminated by contact with writ-
ing.71 In fact, R. S. Thomson has shown that the origins of some 80 per cent
of ballads in such anthologies can be traced to printed broadsides dating
from before 1700, and Margaret Spufford’s analysis of Katherine Brigg’s
Dictionary of British Folktales (1970) reveals a smaller but still significant
degree of overlap between stories told by word of mouth in the second half
of the twentieth century and the ephemeral literature of early modern
England.72 Young Bateman, or the Fair Maid of Clifton, together with its variant
The Suffolk Miracle, is one such cautionary tale which seems to have slipped
into oral tradition. The story of a faithless maiden borne away by the ghost
of the dead lover she had betrayed, a ballad on this theme was entered in
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the Stationers’ Register at least as early as 1603. More than two centuries
later it was dictated by a schoolmistress and printed in Walks around Notting-
ham (1835).73 The Babes in the Wood is another familiar fairytale which can
be traced back to a blackletter broadside. Entitled The Norfolk Gentleman, his
Last Will and Testament and first published in 1595, this is the saga of a cruel
uncle who contrives to kill his orphaned niece and nephew in order to inherit
their wealth and then suffers a succession of disasters inflicted by the heavy
hand of God. Left in the forest by one of the ruffians hired to murder them,
the children die in each other’s arms and are buried in leaves by sorrowful
robins. The subject of a late Elizabethan play by Robert Yarrington and
recycled in a slightly different guise in a chapbook of 1706, this story also
appears to have passed into common currency before being captured once
more in print and celebrated as a specimen of popular balladry.74

In both these cases the basic tale may well have predated the advent of
Protestantism and the press. However, not so the legend of the supernatural
curse associated with the execution of the Marian martyr George Marsh,
which Christina Hole recorded in her Traditions and Customs of Cheshire in
1937. According to her source, his ghost had haunted the house in 1732 and
his bloodstained footprint remained on the stones of Smithills Hall, oozing
occasionally.75 Examples such as this underline the difficulty and the futility
of trying to disentangle oral and written tradition and reinforce recent
suggestions that what should be stressed instead is their interdependence –
their ‘mutual infusion’ and ‘the constant process of osmosis’ between the
two media.76 They also provide intriguing evidence of a curious syncretism
between older cultural patterns and distinctively post-Reformation concerns
and preoccupations.

How, then, should we interpret the stories of God’s judgements which
we have been exploring? Should we follow Ronald Hutton’s lead and, in a
candid re-application of the theory of survivals, see the traces of late medieval
Catholic belief which can be detected in these tales as evidence of the
adaptability with which English society responded to the challenges presented
by the Protestant Reformation? Together with liturgical rituals which repro-
duced themselves as festive customs and pastimes after they had been driven
out of formal religion, might they not provide us with insight into processes
which helped to ease the ideological upheavals of the era – processes to
which the clergy, displaying ‘a canny sense of priorities’, turned a blind eye?
Hutton interprets the very existence of such stories and practices not as an
index of rejection of and resistance to the religious revolution, but as a
testament to its ultimate acceptance. But he may perhaps take too little
account of the complex processes by which the folklore collections which are
his quarry came about.77

Here the work of Bob Scribner provides a valuable corrective. For Scribner,
such stories were all too often ‘forms of downward mediation by educational
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and literate elites’ – like German legends of incombustible Luther, the work
of zealous pastors desperate to make an impression on a populace which
had so far proved rather unreceptive to the Protestant Gospel. According to
his anlaysis, these folktales were not Catholic survivals rooted in the ignorance
of rural mentalities, but part of an ecclesiastical programme for the ‘reform
of popular culture’. Creatively assimilated to pre-existing narrative types, they
represented a highly imaginative attempt to hijack pre-Reformation culture
as a vehicle for confessional and evangelical propaganda, an ingenious weapon
in the politics of religious confessionalization – but one which may only
have had minimal impact. They were, in short, invented traditions.78

In the case of cautionary tales, it may be most fruitful to combine aspects
of both these models – to recognize the element of conscious clerical appro-
priation and composition at work, but also to acknowledge the effects of a
more organic process of ‘recontextualization’ by which central components
of medieval culture were spontaneously rehabilitated in a reformed guise.79

From whichever angle they are analysed, these anecdotes of providential
justice shed light on the continuities which both mitigated and facilitated
the cultural disjunctures which followed in the wake of the English Reform-
ation. They also underline the role which oral communication, in conjunction
with writing and print, played in the creation and consolidation of a collective
Protestant outlook.

III

In conclusion, it is time that historians set aside the lingering assumption
that the Reformation dealt a death blow to oral tradition and gave due credit
to the ways in which, at least in the short term, it served to revitalize it,
though not in an entirely pure or autonomous form. As we have seen, despite
its polemical denigration of the ‘unwritten verities’ which underpropped the
ramshackle edifice that was Roman Catholicism, Protestantism ended up
begetting a kind of folklore of its own – a collection of edifying legends
whose structure and character owed almost as much to verbal as they did
to literary transmission, and whose circulation attests, directly and indirectly,
to the vigour and vitality of oral culture in early modern England.

It might be added, by way of a coda, that the Reformation acted as a
stimulus to orality in a second and somewhat paradoxical sense. Reduced to
the status of a proscribed religious minority and deprived of access to the
mainstream press, Catholicism made ingenious use of ephemeral speech as
‘a supple and evasive means of popularising dissident ideas’. It proved, as
Alison Shell compellingly argues, ‘exceptionally willing to exploit orally trans-
missible media’.80 Just as stories of the supernatural judgements visited upon
popish persecutors had assisted in sustaining the morale of secret Protestant
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congregations in the mid-1550s, so did tales of the terrible punishments
which overtook heretics help to strengthen the solidarity of the Elizabethan
recusant community and foster a cohesive sense of confessional identity.
Disseminated orally along the Catholic underground and subtly remoulded
each time they were told, accounts of hangmen driven stark staring mad, of
Protestant ministers consumed by disgusting diseases, and of presiding
judges who suffered fatal heart attacks were eventually recorded in writing
by secular and Jesuit priests and incorporated, sometimes only after several
generations, in printed martyrologies.81 But their initial diffusion by word of
mouth surely only served to cement the paradigm with which we began.
Denounced as ‘godly frauds’ and ‘meere Canterburie tales’ by Protestant
propagandists, they too contributed to forging a damning and enduring link
between the spoken word and ‘popish superstition’.82
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